This is the story of my life, the main events that shaped me and assisted me in realization that we are all one, that we are all in this together.

And this is also my gift back to life, the gift that keeps on giving as one would also like to receive, creating a global mutual benefit society and assisting each other as one and equal.
My father in his early years as a chimney sweeper
Coming Here
I was born 19th October 1973 in Kranj city hospital, Slovenia country, to father Janez and mother Branka and I was given name Anže. Two years later my mother gave birth to my brother Rok. We were living in apartment building with pale red facade, two floors and four apartments. Our apartment was at north side, ground floor, with a balcony one meter from the ground. My brother and I shared one quite big room and my father built a fireplace in the living room. On the south side of the building were gardens and there was a railroad nearby.

Home City
The apartment was part of housing estate of the Koroška Bela village which is the first settlement at the east side of the Jesenice city that stretched through long and narrow valley. The city is very close to Austria and Italy border as well as to Julian alps. Main industry of Jesenice is steel production and thus it was also called City of Red Dust due to pollution of air that tarnished the buildings in early years.

My Parents
My father initially worked as a chimney sweeper, visiting houses all day on his scooter, dressed in black uniform and a cylinder hat, making sure that all chimneys are clean. And my mother worked as midwife, visiting houses all day in her small car, dressed in white uniform, making sure that all newborn babies are clean.

Family Business
Later my father became head of the Jesenice steel factory air filtration system. He constantly improved things and created many innovations for the steel factory. That progressed in establishing our own family business. We mostly produced ignition capsules for torching through the bottoms of gigantic melting pots and steel constructions for filtration bags of industrial air purification system that we also exported to other countries.

Diverse Youth
Father was in early years of my childhood a radio amateur, he established youth club and was active member of local alpine society. Our family participated as volunteers many times and that influenced me in developing a sense for helping hand. My brother and I experienced different sports and I was very good at skiing, gymnastics and air gun shooting. I used to draw by hand a bit and was quite creative using Lego bricks and building functioning models of boats and airplanes from wood. One of my favorite pastimes was also going out to research nature and animals in the nearby pond and forest.
Our home near Jesenice city steel factory (red arrow)
**Personal Injuries**

Around age 5 I did something very strange. When I went to bed I took with me a metal lever that broke off from the nail clipper and it had a plastic decoration in form of a guitar. For some reason I swallowed it and then I told my mother about it. She panicked and immediately drove me to the hospital. They decided to surgically remove it and that was my first experience of my belly being cut open and then stitched back together. I still wonder why I decided to do that. Maybe I wanted to balance out my karma since I used to dissect some frogs and snakes in order to discover how their inner organs look like. In my early years I also broke my leg since I lifted a rock that was too heavy and it smashed my feet and I got a massive head concussion. It happened during participation at the youth work action where we were removing bushes at some alpine pasture. My brother chased me near the shepherd's cottage and I tripped right before I planned to jump over stairs to the basement, falling deep down on the tools and concrete. I got some stitches on my forehead and slept in the tent for several consecutive days.

**Losing Hearing**

During my early years of my childhood I also completely lost my hearing ability at my left ear and I am not sure when and why that happened. I remember that my ears were very sensitive to wind and I suffered very painful inflammations many times, especially when I was on the holidays at the sea since my wet ears and strong wind would prove to be devastating for my ears. My parents after noticing for a while that I am not responding to their calls as usual sent me to a doctors in order to examine me. They reported that the physical structure of my inner ear is completely functional and that only the signal transmission from my ear to the brain has somehow been cut off. I pondered if this has been actually the consequence of my subconscious decision since we lived near the railway and I have been regularly disturbed by the noise of the passing trains. Losing hearing on one ear enabled me to sleep with the hearing ear pressing down towards the pillow and thus suppressing the surrounding noise. It also saved me from being drafted to one year army training that was mandatory for all young men at that time and it proved very practical in many other life situations.
My mother who initially worked as a midwife
**Primary School**

In regards to my 8 years of primary school, I have a very unusual experience since I have attended 4 different schools, swapping each one every 2 years. The first school that I attended was at the far north part of the city and my mother drove me every morning there since the health center where she was employed was close by. After my 2nd grade I was transferred to the school in the middle of the city in order to distribute pupils more evenly. And after 4th grade I was transferred to the closest school to my home. Then my parents started to build a house in Smokuč village and since we moved there in year 1986, I finished last 2 years of my primary education in the 4th school. So I am a rare example of pupil with record number of classmates but I was only able to bond with each of them for 2 year which did not leave a very deep impression. I have also a memory of some strange response during the 2nd grade of primary school. We had a choir performance and while we were singing I started to cry like it was the end of the world and I was not able to stop for a long time.

**Middle School**

My favorite pick for a middle school was to study design and photography in Ljubljana capital city. However due to limited amount of available seats we were put on a qualification test that I did not pass. So instead of waiting for one year and trying again to pass the test, I decided to apply for the school of machine engineering at Jesenice Technical School. I enjoyed technical drawing and making casting molds but I was terribly bad at history, somehow having a hunch that it is very different as to how they were teaching us. I only managed to pass final exams because I designed packaging for the history teacher’s sister who had a souvenir shop.

**Social Experiences**

Middle schools was quite a stressful experience. I have been bullied a lot and I had to repeat a year. I was not able to understand why some classmates were so violent but I later realized that my social skills were developed very poorly. Also because my father did not allow my brother and me to go out at nights and weekends to protects us from bad company since he was also bullied in the middle school. Thus I also never drank alcohol, smoked or experimented with drugs despite of both my parent being heavy smokers. There was a particular schoolmate who sat at the same class desk with me that teased me constantly. After my first and only fight with him we became best friends until several years later he was hit by a train and died. Two of my schoolmates also committed suicide.
Me while creating signs from self-adhesive foil
Acid Problems
During the middle school I also suffered pain in my stomach and my eyesight got bad. Doctors discovered that the stomach produced too much acid. So whenever I was not careful to eat every three hours or so and my stomach got empty, I quickly experienced unbearable amount of pain. I was able to ease the pain only by immediately laying down on my back for several minutes. And the eye doctor discovered that I became shortsighted and thus I got my first glasses. This was all due to combined stress that I experienced in the school as well as at home due to family business related activities.

Discovering Computers
Towards the end of secondary school, my father as part of Jesenice steel factory delegation visited innovation fair in the USA. He spotted there a self-adhesive sign making CNC machine and decided to immediately import it due to my passion for design and computers. My first computer was Commodore 64 that I used only to play video games but in the middle schools I got intrigued by PC computers. I often stayed in computer classroom until late night since I was granted my personal door key by the kind principal. And when my father got me Roland CAMM-1 sign making machine, I would rush home and experiment with cutting symbols and letters from roll of color plastic self-adhesive foil.

Business Transformation
At that time a strong recession hit the steel industry. Thus we decided to transform to visual communication company. We sold the metal processing equipment and purchased highest quality graphic machinery, material and knowledge from specialised fairs in Germany. I passed the professional pre-press exam at Chamber of Craft and Small Business of Slovenia and my brother passed the screen-printing exam. My job was to digitize logos, design, manufacture and assemble signs and create graphic films for screen printing and I did it all by myself. And my brother with assistance of other people printed business cards, labels, shirts and other promotional material. My father was in a role of manager, sales person and material purchaser and my mother took care for our company accounting.
Right ground apartment is where I moved to in 2005
BECOMING INNOVATOR

After a while we purchased a new model of sign making machine. Previous model had fixed head with only one type of self-adhesive foil cutting knife and a fixed Teflon base under the area of knife movement. And the new Mimaki plotter had a revolving magazine with 6 pens and 2 knives with different angle of knives and a rolling rubber base. In the process of cutting shapes out of roll of self-adhesive foil, firstly the head would load the knife with small angle to cut through the upper layer of the foil. At the end the head would swap the knife with the one with a larger angle and cut off the unused part of the processed foil through both layers of the foil. Observing this I started to think if I would be able to program the movement of the second knife in order to get equal rectangular sheet with shapes of labels cut through the upper layer of the foil, all equally positioned to the edge of the sheet in order to print any content on it using the screen printing method. After a period of experimenting, I managed to succeed in perfecting my idea and thus we were able to produce labels of any complex shapes and sizes with high-quality durable print in small quantities for the price as low as it was never possible to produce with previously existing manufacturing methods. And I also exhibited this innovation on several European fairs, receiving many recognitions and high awards.

WORK STRESS

It was very enjoyable experience for me until the quantity of work increased to the level where I was working from morning to evening every day of the week. My father did not understand how many hours of computer work it takes to create design and started to push me over the limit. Customers were increasingly dissatisfied and for each mistake that I made my brother would immediately tell father when he would return home so that he would come onto me with great rage. I started to loose my mind and had to seek help at psychologist. My father also started his spin-off project to create exact replica of original Gutenberg wooden printing press. And this also contributed in him loosing interest of managing our family business.

MEETING GIRLFRIEND

I never had permission, time or will to go out for dating. However on Christmas Eve of 1997 as representative of our business I payed a visit to head of some other family business who were our clients. The father of that family invited me up to their living room for a drink. Soon the oldest daughter came up in tears, desperate because she was forced to work while others were able to enjoy the holidays. I immediately and strongly related to her. Next day I called and invited her to spend New Year’s eve together. We were both single and without any plans since we only worked constantly and had no time to think about anything else. So I reserved an apartment near Bohinj which is an alpine resort with the biggest lake in our country and she was the first I had sexual experience with.
Bled city where I worked as a wedding photographer
Reclaiming Sovereignty

We quickly became close since we were both the eldest child with the difference of she having two younger sister. And we were both pushed to the limit in our family businesses by a very possessive and demanding father's. Intellectually we were a great match, the only thing that I wanted to change was for her to lose weight since she was quite obese. I imagined that that was due to stress and that after we would start living together her weight would become normal. We were both living at houses of our parents with workshop at the ground floor and living room in the second and third floor. I found a small skyscraper flat at east side of Kranj city so that she would have 10 minutes and me 20 minutes daily commute to work at our family’s business. It was a great struggle for me to move since my father considered it as an act of personal defeat and threatened me that I will never be allowed to return if I move out of his house. But my mother convinced him to calm down and I soon continued to work at his business. I also enforced to work only 8 hours per day and only 5 days per week and to actually get a salary for the first time in my life. Because until then all business income went to one account and I would have to ask my father to buy me things that I needed.

Own Business

One year after my girlfriend and I moved to our own apartment, my parents without us knowing, purchased and renovated a small loft much closer to their house. They forcefully convinced us that it is not wise to waste money on rent and that it is better to own a flat and pay a loan in installments. Eventually we gave in and moved to a flat which was 10 minutes of commute to my parent's house and 20 minutes to her parent's house. However the working conditions at our family company business continued to get worse. Father focused only on his Gutenberg project and my brother constantly gave me a hard time. So I secretly registered my first own business at my home address and started to do graphic designs for my own clients after I would return home from my regular job.

Parental Blackmailing

When my father found out about that after couple of months, he became furious. He felt ashamed that his son is doing designs even though there was more than enough work at his business. He basically was afraid what would others think about him and that he would be publicly labeled as a bad father and incompetent manager. Due to his anger I decided to quit working for him and to only do jobs for my own clients. But after a while he came to enforce his next offer. I was to get a fresh 50 square meters large flat in the new housing estate just a block away if I decide to work only for him for the next couple of years. Or I would immediately have to take on paying installments for my current flat and car without any assistance of my family. Since I was not able to handle such costs, I gave in again and the next year me and my girlfriend moved for the third time.
St. Peter hill where I used to hike almost every day
First Breakup
I managed to stand up for myself and continued to work only 8 hours a day. However my girlfriends usually came home very late in the evenings. And at the weekends she usually also was not home since she also had a second job as a tourist guide for European countries. Thus once we decided to go on a circular tour through the Europe and see many famous sights. But then my parents started to call her after I returned home from my job. They asked her to push me to return to work as some important client came that placed urgent order requiring my skills. I was disappointed that she gave in and also that she allowed her own father to bully her until she would start crying and forcing her to work till late afternoon. It was 3 years since we met when she announced that she does not feel safe and that she wants to break up with me and move out. That was a terrible blow since it came out of the blue and I felt defeated. It made no sense to me why she would leave me as I have done all in my power to be as good partner as possible and breaking up with me would have not remove the cause of how she feels.

Own Career
After period of crying and self-pity I decided to do extensive research of what actually happened and why my girlfriend responded in such unreasonable way. I started to read all available books on human relationships and psychology from local library that slowly progressed towards deep esoteric research of religions, spirituality and life after death. I also decided to completely stop working for my father and restarted my own business. While previously I was not able to express myself creatively enough, I decided not to offer sign making service anymore but to focus only on creative graphic design. In order to satisfy all the needs of my clients, I also taught myself how to code and create web sites and since there was no appropriate photographer nearby, I decided to get the knowledge though distant study of professional photography at the New York Institute of Photography that I successfully completed in record time of only one year.

Business Specialization
Due to increase of orders I had to decide either to expand and hire people or continue to work alone and decrease the amount of my services. Since my priority was to have as much free time for self-development as possible, I slowly stopped to offer graphic and web design services and focus only on photography. And in the final years I have been working mostly only as exclusive wedding photographer for incoming tourist agency. I shot brides and grooms from England, Scotland and Ireland who came to get married at our world famous tourist resort Bled with the oldest Slovenian castle up the high rocks and lake with island and church in the middle. It is Bled Castle where also my father managed to get a permanent place for his Gutenberg printing press that is now one of the main tourist attractions.
My father and his Gutenberg printing press
Family Restructuring

My brother without letting me know made arrangement with my father to sell our family business, trademark and house to him. So my father and mother moved to a smaller two storey house with two apartments very close to where I was living. I did not want to argue with my brother and have let him to do whatever his plans were. He married and is now successfully running screen printing business with his wife and two daughters. While my father occupied himself with medieval reenactments and creating leather products for knights, my mother managed to increasingly destroy her health. Constantly smoking, complaining, criticizing and feeling sorry for herself, her weight increased, her skin turned red, and when her pain in the back increased, she even did not managed to get out of the bed. After the surgery where her tumor under the kidney gland was removed, she lost weight very fast and started to complain over excessive skin. Her depression progressed to the level where she would attempt suicide by slicing her wrist and after she came back from mental hospital, she successfully managed to kill herself by drowning in the nearby accumulation lake. I now have a stepmother which copes with my father very well.

Healing Myself

Due to some irritated part of my skin that doctors of our public western medicine were not able to fix, I started to research alternative medicine and healing methods. I started to practice Taijiquan slow-moving martial art in order to improve internal energy flow. I found it so nice that after several years of practice, I also became a teacher and had my own student groups in three surrounding towns. But after one year of teaching I felt like I need to find more satisfying answers to many existential questions that also my students were curious about. Thus I continued to read a lot of spiritual books, and attend many different workshops and visit spiritual teachers, masters and gurus of any disciplines and religions available in our country. I also had unpleasant experience with someone who offered Reiki healing and almost managed to abuse me since he was using it with starting point of finding gay sex partners for himself. Some of the teachings that I found most interesting were books from Emanuel Swedenborg that explained topology of heaven and earth and ancient Vedic knowledge that I discovered through Hare Krishna movement where I also completed Bhakti School and actively participated for couple of years.
Spiritual camp near Martuljek river confluence
**Connecting Likeminded**

By discovering that there are a lot of problems in this world, I realized that we need extensive improvements. There were a lot of small groups and individuals that each worked in their own field and being experts at some method that makes lives of people better. Some were counselors, therapists and healers, some were healthy food, natural medicine producers or spiritual societies ancient wisdoms keepers. I wanted us to all come together so I establish the Vedis Foundation as connective body for mutual synergetic collaboration. I designed the visuals, web site and prepared the brochure with the contacts and descriptions of such individuals and organizations. The first public promotion was at Bled resort where we had our own stand with hot ginger tea. It was during the snowy New Year's annual Circle of Friendship event where hundreds of people distributed themselves equally around the coastline of Bled lake in attempt to complete full circle by holding hands. After several months of the following foundation activities I realized that this project would take much more time than I anticipated and that I would not be able to successfully manage it as my hobby. Since I was at that time not ready to fully dedicate myself to the cause, I closed the foundation.

**Dating Reignited**

For many years after my first girlfriend left me I have done zero dating. But after a while I decided to re engage with online dating. Due to bad experience with my first girlfriend I imagined a trained psychologist would be a safe pick. So I went through available dating profiles and found one girl from Ljubljana city that was a student of psychology and looked decent. We became a couple but were anatomically not the best fit in regards to sex. Her personality was quite nice but lacked of intelligence and she got scared massively like a lamb by every strange noise she heard or sudden movement that she noticed. So after several months, we decided to break up. My theory that psychologist would know how their mind works and would be able to create effective relationships proved terribly wrong.

**Becoming Healer**

But that years of my life were very fulfilling, my health improved significantly, I had no more problems with stomach acid, my eyesight become so good that I stopped wearing glasses and the chronic pain in my back disappeared. I worked just for couple of hours per day but was able to earn more money than most of the people who laboured 8 or more hours per day. I also in succession dedicated myself to many sports like perfecting swimming technique at local swimming club where I also became official designer and photographer of, I had a period of extreme mountain biking and archery competitions. I was able to grow and expand so much that I started to feel restricted while promoting myself only as professional photographer. Thus I decided to sell all of my equipment and convert studio into a counseling office. My new business was called Oasis of Love and I nitially offered Reiki and Angelic counseling.
At the Pohorje mountain range yoga retreat
DANGEROUS ADVENTURE

Unfortunately right at that time a financial crisis hit also our country. Quantity of clients dropped and I started to accumulate debt. Thus I decided for additional job as traveling salesperson for the main business directory of Slovenia. This was a conscious decision since I felt that I need to develop more social skills and to find out how other people experience their lives. So from early morning to late evening I visited many companies, sole entrepreneurs, schools and public agencies, offering basic free record or payable extended ads in our business directory. I managed to organise my work very well and after only 3 months after the start I became top earner in my sales group, beating sales colleagues with many years of experience. It was for me so satisfying and well payed experience that I stopped marketing counseling services and I had no idea how many years I would do this business. Then it happened when I had visited a truck driver late night in pitch dark. When I was walking back towards my car after I successfully sold a big advertisement, I forgot about the driveway escarpment and felt, hitting my chest hard and I started to experience incredible pain. In the hospital they discovered internal bleeding and my belly was cut opened for the second time in order to remove one of my spleens. Luckily I was one of rare 15% who have double spleen so I had no big consequences from removing this part of my inner organs.

ULTIMATE DISCOVERY

While I was recovering from operation at my home and was not able to move much, I spent all that time educating myself by watching YouTube videos about spirituality. Eventually I stumbled on quite different videos where some young person with short hair would take a deep breath at the beginning, explain some things about existence in a very clear and precise way and then it would again inhale and exhale very deeply at the end of recording. I was not able to tell whether this was a boy or a girl and it also each time introduced itself with different name. There was also a link in the video so eventually I decided to visit respective web page in order to find out who that person was. This is how I discovered Desteni movement and incredible source of information about exact history of human race and answers to all the questions that I still had after integrating all previous spiritual teachings and knowledge. After finding out about the Love & Light deceptions I decided to rename my business to Center For Oneness & Equality and aligned my counseling with the new tools for self-perfection.
Participating at the Hare Krishna harinam
**Destructive Emotions**

Once I went to a session with Jyotish counselor that recommended a path of Tantra as the best spiritual practice for me. I found only one Tantric group in the Ljubljana capital city that I joined at the beginning of the next season. Most of people there were couples but I was immediately able to find myself there a nice girl who was also single. We became tantric partners but only during the sessions. She once came to my place and we had sex. But when I helped her to wash the dishes she violently emotionally reacted. I understood that with such explosive reactions we would not be able to also become a life partners so I stopped dating her. We continued to be partners at guided tantric session until the second year of Kriya Tantra classes but then I stopped attending the class since I felt that the teacher is not completely qualified and that she is not fully walking the talk.

**Beyond Death**

After reading hundreds of books on afterlife like Egyptian Book of the Dead, Tibetan Book of Living and Dying and Arcana Coelestia, I became most fascinated by real life testimonial by clients of the hypnotherapist Michael Newton in the Journey of Souls and the rest of his following books. So I also searched for a life between lives hypnotherapist in our country and scheduled the session. At the first regression I found myself in the young female body, lying in the middle of the clearing, surrounded by the forest. I sensed a violent person nearby that was one of the Vikings that came from the sea to plunder our village. It came that Viking raped me and my fellow villagers hanged me on the podium, accusing me of becoming unclean due to allowing myself to be raped. I had a male lover at that time who became very outraged that I allowed myself to be hanged, leaving him alone. After the session I concluded that the Viking that raped me incarnated in my present life as my father and my ex lover incarnated as my younger brother, explaining our strange relationship dynamics. However in the second session I found myself in the body of tall African warrior. After invaders from the sea came to attack our villages, all our men, including me, joined the war and I have been chopping heads from the neck of invaders like nobody’s business. Thus I became aware that beneath of my current peaceful and benevolent character there is also a powerful personality with violent history and that I need to also accept the dark side of who I am.
Giving Taijiquan lessons to business leaders
Facing System
A big breakthrough in my awareness was discovering the Zeitgeist movement, movie trilogy about how global money system actually works and the related Venus Project. I even once attended a lecture of Jacque Fresco when he came to Slovenia. I had big hopes that we will start working together toward changing the global money system. However the leaders and members of Zeitgeist movement in Slovenia were mostly young students and dropouts. Meetings were held in occupied abandoned buildings and many of attendees have been smoking weed. They did nothing but criticize current situation, blamed the global banking elite, indulged in self-pity and waited for some miraculous Techno God to come and save us. I soon noticed that such approach does not have any firm ground, so I left the group.

Rebirthing Myself
Due to my deep inner transformation I felt like my old me has died and a new better me was born. Thus I decided to change my first name to symbolize rebirth and a new start. I did not like my original first name much also since in Slovenian language sounded like a question if something already happened and I also wanted to remove any sibilants with carons that foreigners struggled to pronounce. I went to numerologist for advice about what names would best resonate with me and from the list of her suggestions, I picked the name Valentin.

Love Obsession
Then some girl contacted me via online dating site and started to hit on me. She was very persistent in sending me text messages and calling me on the phone, explaining how I am a man of her dreams and that she could not believe that such honest, sincere and kind man still exist. However due to extensive obsession with me I knew that she would be a problem unless she commits to radical inner change and walk with me as equal. She was several years older than me but her voice sounded very nice and she was also a very kind character. I found out that she spend first seven year in the forests since her father was a lumberjack that migrated from Bosnia and married a Slovenian girl. Spending youth mostly alone in the nature, she grew up in a kind and relaxed child of the nature.
Blowing Mind

I decided to make a very big step by selling my apartment and moving to Ljubljana. That was since I wanted to study psychology and place myself into position where I would be able to influence current world situation in terms of making it better for all life. But before I would move there, I firstly visited Desteni farm in South Africa where I met Bernard Poolman, Sunette Spies and other fine people there who do incredible job at exposing all existing deceptions of the spiritual world and how to live here in peace, harmony and abundance. I made a lot of photos of all the animals and plants living at the farm and we also took some trips to the zoo, mountains and the sea. It was quite hot and I often got strong sickness with vertigo, especially in the morning when I would go to toilet. And there was an event when I would be in the car with Bernard and he would support me in his specific way where my mind patterns would shatter and I had to reassemble myself again.

Secret Observers

When I returned back to Slovenia, I got a very strange call. It was from a mystery man explaining that I do not know him however he and his peers have been following me and other Destonians for last several years. He said that it is time to introduce themselves and to share what they have observed. They invited me and other Destonians from Slovenia to meet them at a gym of some school in Ljubljana. So we met and he started to explain that his young son after he and his mom broke up suffered such immense shock that it resulted in changing his son’s perception and he started to see this reality beyond what average human can see. Basically he was able to see matrix in detail, including chakras, auras and thought projections. His son explained that the way how popular spiritual books explain what chakras and aura are is totally wrong and that it is all part of the enslavement system. He used his son to check who of the people on this planet actually broke out of this energetic system and eventually stumbled on Sunette Spies that had totally got rid of aura as the interdimensional portal then opened through her physical body. And through photos of myself that I posted on FaceBook they also observed how my aura changed and how Bernard was successful to shatter my aura so that I returned back with only half of the aura left. The father of the son with supernatural abilities basically wanted us know that what Desteni group is doing is very effective in breaking free out of this matrix. However he himself did not use Desteni tools as his internal organs immediately started to disintegrate when and as he allowed himself to participate in thoughts that promoted separation from life.
One of many fascinating weddings that I shot
**Devastating Wave**

Several months later I found very nice big apartment right across the street of Ljubljana Faculty of Arts where I planned to study psychology just for the sake of being part of the public system. But since I did not want any criticism that I am practicing counseling before I would get a degree, I decided to rather take care for my financial needs by reopening my photo studio. The apartment that I picked was ideal for that since it was in an old house with high ceiling and had also one big room. I invested very big chunk of money into buying new studio equipment and that was suppose to be delivered in just one month. Unfortunately there was an earthquake in Japan and massive tsunami flooded also the manufacturers of photo equipment that I ordered. It took another half year before all the products that I ordered would be delivered to me.

**Money Reimagined**

The other project that I started when returning from Desteni farm was developing line of promotional products for the Equal Money System. Besides courses for inner transformation like Desteni I Process, the group also developed plans for transformation of outer system including how human society functions through law and money. It took me many months to come up with line of wearables like pants, sweaters, hoodies, caps, badges and labels with embroidery and prints of logo and slogans in support of the Equal Money System. Besides investing a lot of money in all the stock, thermal press and packaging supply, I also ordered a international online store to be designed by professional web development company.

**Joined Business**

Several months after psychology study started, I was surprised about the low quality of knowledge that we were to integrate and also how much time I would had to invest to learn all that nonsense. So I decided to drop out and focus on my Equality Store. First year after my girlfriend and I moved to Ljubljana I was also disappointed because she instead of helping me with my business rather decided to study at the beauty school. After one year she became certified masseuse and I started to ponder how to organize our lives in order to work together. Thus I dropped my photography plans and opened joined business called Treasures of Life where I have been offering personal counseling services and she practiced classic massage.
While writing self-forgiveness in the mountains
Power Networking

Some Destonians from USA introduced me with Global Information Network private success club that spreaded across the world via network marketing using Your Wish is Your Command audiobook. It was created by Kevin Trudeau, author of Natural Cures They Don’t Want You To Know About book that sold in millions of copies. He was born into a poor blue-collar family but had a passion to get rich when he would grow up. Invitation to one of the most secret and private Brotherhood society assisted him to learn the secrets of success and so he became multi billionaire. I met Kevin personally when he organized one of club’s first European presentation in Germany and I participated in several following events in Europe and USA. I became the leading promoter of GIN club in Slovenia, managed unofficial national FaceBook page and organized local events. I was then invited to participate as distributor also in OrganoGold MLM company that promised even larger and faster profits but after several months it proved that it was a waste of my money and time. Kevin has been known as a whistleblower against government corruption and after many year of attempts they finally managed to find a reason to put him in jail. The club was then purchased by some members and now continues to operate as GIN Evolve in slightly different fashion however I am no more an active member.

First Book

In year 2011 I decided to participate at annual Nature and Health fair to promote Desteni, Equal Money System and my Equality Store. In order not having to explain everyone what Desteni is and how I stumbled upon it I decided to put all this information in a pocket book with title From Enlightenment to Common Sense. It was digitally printed in quantity of 200 copies and it was in Slovenian language. We were unfortunately assigned a very bad location of the fair so not many visitors visited our booth and many of my books remained unpurchased. I decided to give them all way to my friends, teacher and influential people and after I donated all the books, anyone was able to read it for free online in PDF format. So this My Gift book is actually my second book with similar yet extended autobiography and without examples of self-forgiveness or other details about Desteni solutions.
Here in the 2nd floor is where I moved to in 2011
**Deadly Threat**

From my girlfriend I expected to contribute equally to our household and business. However she only wanted to do massage and did not care about how to get the clients. She also behaved very childish and inappropriate to her age. Then I found out that she had a son that lived at his father and since the father became very violent, her son escaped to live with us for several month until he would be accepted to dormitory and started studying at medical university. My girlfriend also became increasingly jealous, expecting that some younger woman like one of my psychology classmates would steal me. And her ex boyfriend also called her frequently until once he would call me directly, announcing that he is on the way with his car in order to gently kiss me on my chicks and send a bullet through my forehead. I went to police station to file a report but luckily he head a car accident and landed in the hospital. Due to all shocking events and my girlfriend not wanting to change even a bit, I showed her the door.

**Towards Success**

By that time the money that I got from sale of my apartment was spent completely. I had to move out of the apartment in the middle of the city since the rent was enormous into a small flat at city suburbs. The Equality Store also had to close due to too little sales and Desteni group after that decided to focus on promotion of the new Living Income Guaranteed as intermediate step towards the Equal Money System. Then some of my Destonian members of GIN club from USA contacted me and offered me to become a regional distributor of TechnoTutor learning technology that initially Bernard Poolman started to develop years ago. It enabled anyone to learn languages and store information in the long term memory very fast and easy. I accepted the offer with great pleasure and engaged in contacting schools in order to make my first sale. It proved that public schools have become very closed and that they also had biases towards for profit companies like mine. During business networking I met a guy whose company also sold products for children who struggle with learning and he shared his experience of trying to make sales in all parts of the country but was able to be successful only in north part of our country called Styria that borders on Austria and Hungary.
Front and back of my 1st book, published in 2011
Good Intentions

It happened that I received an email with invitation to attend a secret meeting titled Let’s Create World of Peace and Love. I took my car and hit mountain roads above Trojane village until I reached the meeting place at a small new hotel in the middle of the forest. Organizer introduced himself as ex bank employee who became aware of the malicious agenda of global banking elite and discovered the hidden secret of human enslavement by the Reptilians. He wrote several books on that, created educational web site and started to give lectures and private counselings. Then he decided that it would be cool to gather major whistleblowers, top healing practitioners and leading spiritual teachers and life coaches from Slovenia thus I was also added on the list of attendees. The idea was to create a brainstorming group with agenda to create a secret parallel economic system in Slovenia in order to slowly transition from the current corrupt economy to a system of equality and abundance. However after my participation on the second meeting that followed several months later, it became clear to me that due to different opinions and strong emotional reactions of participants, such way of collaboration will not be able to achieve unity so I stopped attending the meetings.

Redefining Structure

In 2013 I decided to move for the 7th time in my life to some place in suggested area where I was expected to be the most successful in TechnoTutor sales. After I placed a question on the FaceBook if someone knows a suitable place for me in that region, I friend that I met on the Let’s Create World of Peace and Love secret meeting invited me to move to an old renovated two story house in Maribor city. So I did and all other people who were living in the house as well as the young landlord were also very spiritual and mostly vegan. After 13 years of running sole entrepreneurship I closed the company and registered the Little Genius Institute for Development of Education. However I decided my father to be the owner of the company and I would manage the institute as unemployed which will enable me to receive social support money until I manage to generate enough sales. Sady after 3 years I was not able to make even one sale. It proved that my peers from USA were too ambitious and set the price too high. Recently they also lost their representative license since the software owners were not able to reason with them to create international sales model that would actually work.
With fellow Destonians on Ljubljana Nature-Health fair
Accumulated Consequence
The period of my attempts to sell TechnoTutor has been very intense. The strong energetic reactions that firstly triggered during my visit at Desteni farms would reemerge. Once I visited a house of a family with several kids and I knew and respected the father very well. During the presentation of educational software I started to feel such strong vertigo emerged and I had to ask the parents if I may lay down on their sofa. The temperature of my body increased massively, I started to sweat strongly and I wanted to vomit. It took about two hours until the temperature would drop and the vertigo would calm down. It was embarrassing and I of course left home without a sale. Such surges of energy release happened many times during past years and were related to suppressed fear of rejection and not being accepted by others that I inherited from my father. After working intensely on transforming and releasing those fears, I am glad to report that such reactions are now gone.

Business Integration
Soon after I moved to Maribor I also decided to enhance my business skills since I planned to develop a large organization with many employees. So I applied for the study of Business Economics at University of Maribor. And after several months of attending classes I dropped out again since I experienced that outdated way of teaching and unpractical knowledge would hurt my mental and physical health. Thus I rather leaned by online resources, books and seminars held by Business Intelligence Center that I became member of and other similar organizations. I also massively engaged in business networking by attending speed business datings and business breakfast events, networking conferences, business fairs and local BNI group meeting, succeeding in collecting several thousands leads and contacts. I was happy to hear how Slovenia is becoming the greenest country in Europe and strongly pushing forward agenda of applying circular economy.

Shocking History
Pyramids have fascinated humanity for centuries, and I became excited when the biggest pyramid ever has been discovered in nearby Bosnia, just a couple of hours of driving from my home town. And then I became even more excited when an international conference on pyramids and ancient technologies was held in Ljubljana. However even biggest fascination was to learn about African Circles, presented by Michael Tellinger who was also one of the speakers. He wrote several books on how the mankind has been enslaved by Annunaki and global elite via money system, very aligned with what has been shared at Desteni. I was very impressed by his Ubuntu movement and political party that he established and I have invited him to connect with Desteni in order to collaborate on the projects. But it seems that he wants to be focused mostly on giving lectures and tours and not caring to understand how our minds play a significant role in creating problems and solutions that we experience on this planet.
At the zoo during Desteni farm visit in South Africa
**GOING POLITICAL**

Additional project that we initiated with my fellow Destonians that also live in Maribor city was a political one. After joining couple of new emerging political parties that promised to radically improve situation in our country, me and my peers noticed that no one is really interested in applying agendas like Universal Basic Income or Living Income Guaranteed. So we started with preparations to establish our own political party that we named ZEO - Združenje Enako Odgovornih (Association of Equally Responsible Ones). We had several meeting with inner circle members and succeeded in creating a political plan but our marketing activities were not yet successful to the level of attracting 200 dedicated founding members which is the minimum number that is required to register a new political party. However as it looks now maybe a political path will not be the best way to bring system change. We are now considering to rather establish an ecclesiastical society with our own jurisdiction, court and legislation.

**HACKING MATRIX**

Several years ago I noticed some posts about the New Plasma Technology that has been developed by nuclear scientist Mehran Tavakoli Keshe but it did not catch much attention at that time. However in fall of 2015 I noticed that he had a conference for ambassadors of all countries of the world where he explained how the technology can be used to benefit mankind in many ways. Each of participants got a USB key with all the plans and one unit of MaGrav generator that converts magnetic and gravitational force into electricity. Since he also made his plans publicly available on the web, me and my friend Blaž who is also a Destonian, started to experiment with creating a MaGrav device of our own. However it proved that creating a proper nano coating and figuring out the correct wiring of all the parts is not so simple as we imagined. And we also did not have enough space, time and funds to continue with development. However I created a Keshe Foundation Slovenia FaceBook page where I started to share pictures of our progress. We also discovered an old similar Slovenian FaceBook page that was not active for a while and we visited a guy close to Maribor town who started to produce copper coils and kits with basic components to assemble MaGrav device and is shipping internationally. Our goal was to establish official branch and Keshe factory in our country and I filed the application but was denied at that time.
Left side ground floor is where I am living since 2013
Creating Abundance

In the spring of 2016 I was invited by Kenneth Scott to start participating in PanTerra Private Contract Association with Gemstone University educational web site. He has been for more than 50 year researching detailed history and functioning of global legal and money system and perfecting the Status Correction and Estate Structure courses in order to break free from the enslavement through public law. And they also prepared extensive Master Plan about how to make this world the best place for all. I decided to become a member and now I am studying all the available material and participating in development of the projects. One part of solutions is use of debt-free Spurt digital currency. I made connections with head of Spurt and I was allowed to create the Spurt Slovenia web and FaceBook site with information in local language. Thus while I am writing this publication, I have become leading Spurt currency promotor in Slovenia that is expected to become convertible to fiat currencies in early 2017. I also promote related programs called Ultimate College of Commerce where one can earn a lot of Spurts by referring others and My Fuel & Grocery Club where one can get rebates for all kinds of fossil fuels, electricity, food and non-alcoholic beverages. And I am researching the latest related opportunity called 21st Century Profits 4 U that includes many fascinating protocols that can be applied for different kind of businesses to multiply profits and received payment in fiat currencies. At the end of December 2016 I renamed my organization into the Abundance Institute with mission to create abundance in all fields of life.

Ultimate Commitment

I realized in my life that the true history and nature of this existence is very different than we are taught in the public schools. We have been enslaved, dumbed down and prevented from reaching our utmost potential. But things have been changing very rapidly and due to opening of the interdimensional portal and use of the internet there is now knowledge available to solve all our problems. The only thing we need to do is to stop living by our automatic mind patterns, commit to better behavior and start working together towards creating a world that is best for all life. I realized that each of us is personally responsible for all that we are accepting and allowing and that what exists outside myself is all parts of who I am. Thus I am committed to remove all points of separation that prevent me from living in full awareness of who I truly am. This is the process that I am walking as taught in the Desteni I Process courses and I am openly sharing it with everyone via my English and Slovenian blogs and English and Slovenian YouTube channels. And I will work together also via other international organizations like PanTerra or Gemstone University since only as a big global group that works for mutual benefit we will be able to become powerful enough to manifest the needed change. I am one voice for world equality and oneness and am committed for life to transform this existence into practical manifestation of Heaven on Earth.
Assisting at the hay bale storage with my friend
**Giving Back**

I am deeply grateful to find effective tools, information resources and support groups that assisted me in overcoming many limitations and enable potentials of creating something beautiful. In the beginning of my path I was introverted shy person with very low self-esteem, self-judgment and criticism. I have not been accepting myself fully and felt uncomfortable being photographed or being in the crowd. Now I have produced over 400 video diaries, participated in many live webinars, held speeches and lectures to big groups of people and have no more shame or fear to be on the podium in front of thousands of people. The level of my emotional reactions decreased significantly and the relationships with my family members improved. And this is only the beginning. There are deeper layers of the mind that are there for me to walk and new secrets about the history of existence and global system are being revealed daily. I wish many others would also discover those tools, information and groups to massively improve also their lives and become active part of the solutions for this world.

**Group Power**

My plans for the future are to buy an estate with fields near forest and to create a community of like-minded people where we would raise our children in best way possible and participate in developing global mutual benefit society. We would grow own organic food, use renewable sources of energy, develop synergistic bonds with wildlife and take care for all individuals to have utmost supporting environment to develop every potential imaginable. I know it will take many years of hard work to manifest such community but I learned that where there is a will there is a way and all that takes is time. We want to become an example of how to live here on this world as responsible custodians for all life and coexist in harmony and abundance like we all have dreamed of for centuries. We are the ones that we have been waiting for so it is time to wake up and kick ourselves in the ass.
My stepmother and my father during medieval festival
EXPANDING SELF

There are many challenges that I will have to face in the future and one that I started to deal with recently is the cold legs syndrome. About 10 years or so ago my legs below the knee started to feel increasing cold and became very sweaty. I did visit some therapist, nothing really helped but I managed to cope with it. Now I decided to take more time and research the cause of situation. Since my work is still connected with sitting down and using computers for many hours per day, I assumed that legs might become cold due to insufficient blood circulation. I started to sit with lower parts of my legs lifted up horizontally and my legs did become a bit warmer, but recently they feel frozen again. So I decided for a session with qualified Desteni New Kinesiology therapists that is able see exact and real cause for current situation. She noticed that two points contribute the most to the problem and one is accumulation of the fear related mind patterns due to several experiences of failure in my past years. I in a way lost my footing, I am not grounded anymore and have separated myself from reality. So in the following phase I plan to via my public blogs and vlogs to analyze my past experiences and take full responsibility for all past events where I have abdicated my responsibility to fully understand the situation and all other participants. It is so nice to know that we are the creators of this existence and that we are able to make it so much better and nicer if we only stop hoping, wishing, praying and waiting in state of self-pity for some miraculous savior. There is no one out there besides us and only we are able to save ourselves from our self-dishonesty if we only decide to remember what we have done. Time to grow up folks and start acting with full awareness of what every seed that we plant will develop into.

RELATED LINKS

- My personal website: http://valentinrozman.si
- My organization website: http://izobilje.si
- My organization FB page: http://facebook.com/izobilje.si
- My Spurt Slovenia website: http://spurt.si
- My Spurt Slovenia FB page: http://facebook.com/spurt.si
- My Facebook profile: http://facebook.com/valentin.rozman.profil
- My Facebook page: http://facebook.com/valentin.rozman
- My LinkedIn profile: http://si.linkedin.com/in/valentinrozman
- My Twitter profile: http://twitter.com/valentinrozman
- My Slovenian blog: http://valentinrozmansl.blogspot.si
- My English blog: http://valentinrozman.blogspot.si
- My Slovenian video channel: http://youtube.com/user/valentinrozmansl
- My English video channel: http://youtube.com/user/valentinrozman
Enjoying regular barefoot hike at nearby Kalvariya hill
And here are photos from my visit to Desteni farm in South Africa in February 2011:

FaceBook photo album 1 http://bit.ly/destenifarm1